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valuations.

I

f America had Canada’s stumpage
system, then there wouldn’t be
much of a dispute. But the reality
is there are two distinct models of
timber valuation, and the core of
America’s complaint vis-à-vis Canada is
that, as a result, there is an asymmetry in
the market where the two sides compete:
on the one hand all producers have equal
access under the same rules and stan
dards to the U.S. lumber market, but at
the timber supply level a different and
exclusionary Canadian lumber pricing
model provides wood at rates that disad
vantage U.S. competitors. Canadians ac
knowledge that Canada has a competi
tive advantage in the way it prices tim
ber, but claim it’s not a subsidy.
To better explain this central issue, let
us review market dynamics and industry
trends from the viewpoint of a “typical”
sawmill in, say Georgia. Figure 1 shows
quarterly unit gross revenues for such a
mill over the last five years.
Using representative regional costs,
let’s deconstruct this into its component
parts. Over this period estimated variable
costs (fully loaded labor, energy, supplies)
accounted for about $66 to $78 per thou
sand feet. Fixed costs (administration, de
preciation, overhead) accounted for a fur
ther $28 to $32. Granting this operation a
5% allowance for profit and risk, a key
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postulate in the process, takes out an additional $15 to $22.
Converting the remainder from lumber
tally basis to log scale and subtracting the
costs of harvesting and hauling ($87 to
$95) creates an estimate of the residual
value of the wood on the stump
(“stumpage”). Lag this by one quarter and
you get an approximation of the way in
which stumpage is determined in many
Canadian jurisdictions (Figure 2).
This seems to be an eminently fair system. When lumber prices are up,
stumpage is up, when they are down,
stumpage is down, I cannot imagine many
lumbermen, North or South, who, if given
a choice, would not prefer such a
stumpage pricing system over the uncertainties or competitive markets. Except
that such a system is generally not available to U.S. producers, where timber is
scattered across a wide range of owner-

ships and sold at arm’s length auctions.
When we compare these residual
stumpage values to actual market prices,
we find significant and sustained differences between them (Figure 3). Now
imagine two mills identical in every way
except in their timber procurement. One
gets timber from a single supplier priced
according to the model described above
on the basis of the mill's costs, the other
at prevailing open market rates. To see
how each would fare, consider the percent
differences in timber costs between them
(Figure4).
Over the entire live years, the two
prices are essentially the same (i.e. within the margin of error). This perhaps
generates the claim that Canadian timber
is not subsidized. But even if so, in 11
quarters of a 13 quarter period, stretching
from the fourth quarter of 2000 to the
fourth quarter of 2003, the market depen-
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